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OBJECTIVES:

Email copy to:

,' Monthly Campaign

.' UN Global Road Safety Week

; R.D.P.S.

,' R,D.P.S. Premises

: May, 2077

.'Classes I-IV

: Monthly Campaign File f CeleLvatLars F+Le

. To sensitize students about the importance of road safety.

. To enable them to understand the consequences of a road accident.

. To understand the importance of traffic signals and rules.

. To make them learn about the factors that are causing threat to the society due to neglecting

traffic rules.

DESCRIPTION:

'Road sense is the offspring of courtesy and the parent of safety.'

Everything comes your way, if you are in the wrong lane- in order to preach this to the young learners

monlhiv cainDaign ainred at increasing students'awareness about road safety. Information about UN

Global Road safety week was shared in the classrooms by the respective teachers to increase

understanding of the dangers of speed and generale action on measures to address speeci, thereby

saving Iives on the roads. The planned activities were conducted for the students. Prior to the activity

learners shared different measures to be taken care of when we are on road. They spoke about the

I importance of following road safety measures designed by the traffic authority, implications of different

,\'iymbols displayed on the roaQ, etc. This discussion helped in enhancing their thinking skills and

motivated them to practice the same in their daily life. Students of class I and II enjoyed the colouring

activity to learn more about traffic signals. Whereas the students of class III and IV first watched a short

video based on road safety followed by a slogan writing activity. Students wrote attractive slogans and

used pictures to enhance the presentation. This campaign proved to be a great enlightening, inspiring

and enriching experience for all the students. In a nutshell, it helped to develop the cognitive and moral

domains of the learners.
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